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Abstract: Over the most recent couple of years there is a gigantic improvement in advanced innovation. Most the data is in the form of images, videos and audios. But there are various software’s to modify these images. So the data we transmit through the digital images may not be secure. For example if we are using an image as an evidence then there may be a chance of modifying that image. There may be a risk of using a digital image as evidence. So, it's not secure to use digital images as evidence. So we decided to do a research on technology that provide security to tampered images. But there are many technologies to detect tampered images. Our project mainly focused on watermarking technique to detect tampered images.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the present world digital images and digital videos are getting viral in social media like Instagram, Facebook etc. There is a chance of using those images for commercial purposes. Copyright of images had become common these days. Watermark is used for protection of copyright problems. Watermark help us to identify who used our image. Watermarks are also used for providing Authentication to Banknotes. Watermarking is also used for hiding digital information inside an image but does not contain any relation to that image. Digital Watermarks can provide security to evidences to identify the owner. The two sorts of watermarking are one is unmistakable watermarking and the other one is undetectable watermarking. Unmistakable Watermarking can be noticeable to all people who saw that picture. No figurings are required to see noticeable watermarked picture. Be that as it may, if there should arise an occurrence of see undetectable watermarking, a few computations are required to see watermark picture[5]. Invisible Watermarked image will look same as original image. To see invisible watermarking, watermark should be extracted from original image. We cannot see watermark until the watermark is extracted from original image. Watermark is used for detection of tampered images. Modification of images has become common these days. One can identify whether the images are tampered or not through Watermarking Technique. Our project mainly deals with the detection of tampered images using Watermarking Technique. Watermark is a straightforward picture or content that had been applied to a picture to shield the first picture from programmers. Watermarking is a procedure of concealing the data inside a picture for security reason. Digital videos, Images and Digital Text can be easily modified. So there is risk of using digital images as security purpose. But we can use digital images or videos or text as security purpose by using Watermarking Technique. Suppose one person committed a crime and police has fingerprints of that person as evidence to prove that he has committed crime. If the police want to send that fingerprints through email to other police station, then there will be a chance of hacking. If that person is expert at hacking or contact a person who can hack the email, then he may hack the mail and change the fingerprints of that person. There has been an enormous development in Information and Communication advances during the most recent decade. Web has become the predominant media for information correspondence. Yet, the mystery of the information is to be taken consideration. Steganography is a procedure for accomplishing mystery for the information conveyed in Internet.[4] To overcome this problem only watermark is used. Fingerprint is made as watermark image and embedded that image in another image. Watermark is added to an image by changing the pixel values. If the hacker hack the mail also then he will change the original image, but the watermark image remains constant.

II. WATERMARKING

Watermarking is a straightforward example of steganography. Watermarking is the procedure of concealing the data inside a picture or content that had been applied to a picture to shield the first picture from programmers. Watermarking is a procedure of concealing the data inside a picture for security reason.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

The experimental result shows that our proposal is more effective against the attacks and provide more security. It has been observed that the proposed algorithm has achieved better performance than the existing algorithms.

IV. CONCLUSION

The proposed watermarking algorithm is suitable for protecting the images against attacks and provides more security. It is effective against the attacks and provides better performance than the existing algorithms.
II. BACKGROUND WORK:
The data to be installed in a sign is known as an advanced watermark, in spite of the fact that in certain settings the expression computerized watermark implies the contrast between the watermarked signal and the spread sign. The sign where the watermark is to be implanted is called the host signal. A watermarking framework is normally isolated into three unmistakable advances, inserting, assault, and recognition. In implanting, a calculation acknowledges the host and the information to be implanted, and creates a watermarked signal. By then the watermarked modernized sign is transmitted or set away, by and large transmitted to somebody else[8]. In case this individual makes an adjustment, this is called an attack. While the change may not be pernicious, the term ambush rises up out of copyright security application, where outcasts may attempt to oust the propelled watermark through modification. There are various potential alterations, for example, lossy weight of the data (in which objectives is diminished), cutting an image or video, or purposely including racket.

III. LITERATURE SURVEY:
The fitting foundation of writing and the idea of advanced picture watermarking are investigated in this section. The copyright insurance of sight and sound substance has become a basic issue now days because of simple duplicating, the most recent advancements in computerized transmission and far reaching of broadband systems and the web. The transmission of data happens in various structures and is utilized in numerous applications, where the correspondence must be done stealthily shape. Suchmystery correspondence strategies incorporate the exchange of medicinal information, bank moves, corporate interchanges, obtaining utilizing bank cards, a lot of data through messages and so forth. Steganography, cryptography and watermarking are the various procedures used to perform mystery correspondence.

IV. EXISTING SYSTEM:
Today the majority of us are utilizing advanced pictures, computerized recordings and so on. Altering of computerized pictures is exceptionally simple. Our venture predominantly manages discovery of Tampered pictures. There are numerous Techniques to distinguish altered pictures however we selected watermarking procedure to identify altered pictures. First we will take an advanced picture and we will isolate it into three parts: Red, Green and Blue. Red, Green and Blue parts are one uncommon highlights of images[25]. They are utilized for recognizable proof reason. Later we will separate the picture into L_L, L_H, H_L, H_H utilizing DWT Technique[9]. Later we will implant a picture into another picture. We are utilizing non-unmistakable watermarking Technique, so the inserted picture isn’t noticeable until we use unscrambled code. This Technique is utilized for concealing the confirmation of confirmations. For instance an individual has carried out wrongdoing and his fingerprints are utilized as confirmation of confirmations. We utilized a key to install watermark picture in unique picture. The fingerprints of the individual who carried out wrongdoing will be watermarked picture and other any unique mark we will take as unique picture. Assume if that individual had rolled out any improvements additionally the watermarked picture will be secure. We utilize a similar key to unscramble the watermarked picture. In the event that the key got checked, at that point the picture isn’t altered, generally the picture is altered. The introduction of a steganographic strategy can be evaluated by three parameters; (I) covering limit, (ii) twisting measure and (iii) security.[3]

V. PROPOSED METHOD
My proposed calculation comprises of two phases. First arrange comprises watermark installing process and second organize is confirmation arrange which comprises of watermark extraction and validation and confinement utilizing separated watermark[24]. 3-level DWT based watermarking is utilized.

Watermark Embedding Stage:
Watermark embedding steps are given below:
1) Take original image and divide it into 3 components.
2) Perform 3DWT on 3 components to decompose it into four non-overlapping coefficient sets: L_L3, L_H3, H_L3, H_H3.
3) Take watermark image/logo and resize it as L_L3 by using bilinear interpolation.
4) Encrypt watermark using chaos based encryption algorithm. And call the encrypted watermark as “W”.
5) Embed shuffled watermark with L_L3 decomposed level of original image using scaling factor. Where, scaling factor value is consider as 0.01
6) Use inverse DWT(3DWT) on 3DWT transformed image and produced final watermarked image.

Watermark extraction stage:
Watermark extraction steps are given below:
1) Take watermarked image and divide it into 3 components.
2) Apply 3DWT on watermarked image.
3) Extract watermark by using scaling factor which is embedded in watermarked image.
4) Combine watermarks of all 3 components.
5) Decrypt extracted encrypted watermark WEXE using chaos based decryption algorithm by entering right key which is used in encryption. And call the decrypted watermark as “WEXD”.
6) Resize secret watermark “W” and get final extracted decrypted watermark “WEXD” to the same size of cover image and round their values to be 8bit binary values.
7) Compare “WEXD” with secret watermark “W” to identify tampered regions in image using XOR operation between them.

The picture nature of the watermarked picture is one of the most significant factors in assessing data stowing away techniques[10]. In the investigation we have applied calculation to 100 pictures to check its proficiency. We have applied various sorts of assault on the pictures. Separated watermark is unscrambled in the wake of entering right keys implies estimations of x0,y0 and z0 are considered as key,difficult to actualize. There is another kind of wavelet change for example Consistent Wavelet Transformation. The fundamental bit of leeway of Discrete Wavelet Transformation is that it enables sign to be put away more viably. The weakness of Discrete Wavelet Transformation is costly to make.

Discrete Cosine Transformation:
Discrete Cosine Transformation is same as Spatial Domain Watermarking with the exception of the picture bit pixel LSB. Discrete Cosine Transformation is strong against assault[12]. To avoid the extraction of the concealed records legitimately from the changed over zone, for the most part the watermarks are installed through altering the relationship of neighboring squares of center recurrence coefficients of the first photograph, instead of utilizing an added substance activity. The fundamental favorable position of DCT is usage of Discrete Cosine Transformation is done insingle circuit and DCT has superb vitality compaction properties. The hindrances of Discrete Cosine Transformation is costly to make.

Chaos Based Image Encryption:
For watermark picture disarray based picture encryption is finished. Bedlam hypothesis portrays the conduct of certain nonlinear unique frameworks that under explicit conditions display elements that are exceptionally delicate to introductory conditions[13]. The turmoil based encryption has recommended another and effective approach to manage the recalcitrant issue of quick and profoundly secure picture encryption. It gives a decent mix of speed, high security, multifaceted nature, sensible computational overheads and computational power.Turmoil based encryption calculations are normally made out of two procedures by and large: (I) Chaotic disarray of pixel positions by stage process and (ii) Diff usion of pixel dim qualities by dispersion process.

\[ x(i+1) = s \cdot (y(i) - x(i)) \]  
\[ y(i+1) = r \cdot x(i) - y(i) - z(i) \]  
\[ z(i+1) = x(i) \cdot y(i) - b \cdot z(i) \]

where, s,r and b are framework control parameters and think about estimations of it as 10, 28 and 8/3 individually. x0, y0 and z0 are introductory conditions. The turmoil based encryption calculations are normally made out of two procedures by and large: (I) Chaotic disarray of pixel positions by stage process and (ii) Diff usion of pixel dim qualities by dispersion process.

Particular Value Decomposition:
SVD is vigorous and solid symmetrical network decay strategy. Due to SVD calculated and strength reasons, it turns out to be increasingly more well known in signal handling region. SVD is an appealing mathematical change for picture handling. SVD has conspicuous properties in imaging. This segment investigates the principle SVD properties that might be used in picture handling. Albeit some SVD properties are completely used in picture handling, regardless others needs more examination and added to[14]. A few SVD properties are profoundly invaluable for pictures, for example, its most extreme vitality pressing, tackling of least squares issue, registering pseudo reverse of a framework and multivariate investigation. A key property of SVD is its connection to the position of a lattice and its capacity to estimated networks of a given position. Advanced pictures are frequently spoken to by low position grids and, in this way, ready to be depicted by an aggregate of a generally little arrangement of eigenimages. This idea rises the controlling of the sign as two particular subspaces[16].

**Image Tampering Detection Algorithms:**
Discrete Wavelet Transformation: Discrete Wavelet Transform gives required data both on investigation and combination. Discrete Wavelet Transformation is utilized to frame quicker change of wavelets[11]. Discrete Wavelet Transformation deteriorate discrete Wavelet signals. DWT utilizes various flag and used to break down the sign at various scales. Discrete Wavelet Transformation is anything but difficult to actualize. There is another kind of wavelet change for example Consistent Wavelet Transformation. The fundamental bit of leeway of Discrete Wavelet Transformation is that it enables sign to be put away more viably. The weakness of Discrete Wavelet Transformation is costly to make.
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A few theories will be given and confirmed in the accompanying segments. For a total audit, the hypothetical SVD related hypotheses are initially outlined, and afterward the pragmatic properties are looked into related with certain examinations[17].

Stage Ordered Binary number System

POB number framework called, Permutation requested double number framework is a general number framework with two nonnegative fundamental parameters, n and r, where \( n \geq r \) created by A. Sreekumar over the span of his exploration work. This number framework is seen as helpful and more productive than the ordinary number framework under use[18]. They have utilized POB number framework in a recently presented mystery sharing plan. The framework is meant by POB \((n, r)\). In this number framework, it is conceivable to speak to all whole numbers in the range 0, . . . , - 1 as twofold string, say \( B = b_n b_{n-1} b_{n-2} \ldots b_0 \), of length \( n \), and having precisely r 1s.

Techniques In Watermarking:

Steganography is a procedure for incognito correspondence. It tends to be finished with picture, sound, and video transporters[1]. Picture steganography systems can be grouped into two significant classes, for example, spatial space procedures and recurrence area strategies.

Spatial Domain Watermarking:

Spatial Domain Watermarking Techniques are of two types. They are

- **Least Significant Bit:**
  - Least Significant Bit is a simple approach to embedding information in an image. An image is in pixels and each pixel is represented by 8-bit sequence. The Watermarks are embedded in the last bit of original image. Last significant bit changes with bit of the secret message[19]. If we are using a 24-bit image, a bit of each red, green and blue components are used because they are represented by a Byte. Least Significant Bit is easy to implement. The main advantage of Least Significant bit is we can store large amount of information and there is a less chance of deviation from original image. The disadvantage of Least Significant Bit is the hidden data can be easily hacked by using simple attacks and there is a change of losing the hidden data with image manipulation[20].

- **Ssm Modulation:**

Frequency Domain Watermarking:

Frequency Domain Watermarking Techniques are of two types. They are

- **Least Significant Bit:**
  - Frequency Domain Watermarking Techniques of two types. They are

Discrete Cosine Transformation:

Discrete Cosine Transformation is same as Spatial Domain Watermarking except the image bit pixel LSB. Discrete Cosine Transformation is robust against attack. To prevent the extraction of the hidden records directly from the converted area, usually the watermarks are embedded via modifying the relationship of neighbouring blocks of middle-frequency coefficients of the original photo, in place of using an additive operation[22]. The main advantage of DCT is implementation of Discrete Cosine Transformation is done in single circuit and DCT has excellent energy compaction properties. The disadvantages of Discrete Cosine Transformation is expensive to manufacture.

Discrete Wavelet Transformation:

Discrete Wavelet Transform provides required information both on analysis and synthesis. Discrete Wavelet Transformation is used to form faster transformation of wavelets. Discrete Wavelet Transformation decompose discrete Wavelet signals. DWT uses different signals and used to analyse the signal at different scales. Discrete Wavelet Transformation is easy to implement. There is another type of wavelet transformation i.e. Continuous Wavelet Transformation[23]. The main advantage of Discrete Wavelet Transformation is that it allows signals to be stored more effectively. The disadvantage of Discrete Wavelet Transformation is expensive to manufacture.

Attacks On Watermarking:

- **Removal Attacks:** Tries to removes the Watermark signal without breaking the security of watermark.
- **Passive Attacks:** In this attack,
  - attackers just try to find out whether the watermark is present or not. They will not try to eliminate the watermark.
- **Active Attacks:** In this type of attack, attackers try to eliminate the watermark and try to remove that watermark.
VI. RESULTS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESULT DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>OBSERVED RESULT IMAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original image on to which we apply watermarking</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply DWT on three components of original image and convert into L_L3, L_H3, H_L3 and H_H3.</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watermark image</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watermark tampered image</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watermark extraction image</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. CONCLUSION:

In this paper we exhibited a proficient technique for recognition of altering utilizing watermarking. Computerized Watermarking is extremely valuable strategy for identification of altering, restriction and recuperation of picture. We performed 3-level DWT on RGB parts and tumult based encryption for security reason. Trial results shows that proposed strategy work proficiently and identify altered zones successfully. High PSNR values shows less picture quality corruption by utilizing proposed strategy. The proposed strategy likewise gives low estimation of BER contrasted with existing technique. The proposed technique is likewise fit for finding the altered territories when picture is assaulted by aggressor.
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